
Exercise 7.1 

Question 1: 

In quadrilateral PQRS, PR= PQ and PQ bisects LP (look at the fig.). Show that the 6PQR = 6PQS. What can you say about QR and QS? 
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Solution: 

In l!,PQR and l!,PQS, we have 

PR= PS 

LRPQ = LSPQ (PO bisects LP) 

PO= PQ (common) 

6PQR = 6PQS (By SAS congruence) 

Hence Proved. 

Therefore, QR = QS (CPCT) 

Question 2: 

ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AD= BC and LDAB= LGBA (see Fig.). Prove that 

(iJ t:,,ABD = /:,BAG 

(ii) 8D = AC 

(iii) LABD = LBAG
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Solution: 

In the given figure, ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AD= BC and LDAB= LGBA. 

In /:,DAB and /:,BAG, we have 

AD= BC !Given] 

LDAB = LGBA !Given] 

AB = AB [Common] 

6ABD = /:,BAG [By SAS congruence] 

BO = AC ICPCT] 

and LABD = LBAG [CPCT] 
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Solution: 

LB < LA (Given) 

BO>AO (i) 

D 
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(Side opposite to greater angle is longer) 

LC < LD (Given) 

CO> DO (ii) 

(Same reason) 

Adding (i) and (ii) 

BO + CO > AO + DO 

BC>AD 

AD< BC 

Hence Proved. 

Question 4: 

AB and CD are respectively the smallest and longest side of a quadrilateral ABCD (see fig.) Show that! 1.1,splacec &I . 
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Solution: 

Join AC. 

Mark the angles as shown in the figure . 

In t:;ABC, 

BC > AB (AB is the shortest side) 

L2 > L4 (i) 





In 1':,0PQ , LP= go0 

Therefore, LQ is an acute angle (ie, LQ < go0 ) 

LQ<LP 

Hence, OP< OQ (Side opposite to greater angle is longer) 

Similarly, we can prove that OP is shorter than OR, OS, etc. 

Hence proved 

Exercise 7.5 

Question 1: 

Find a point in the interior of /':,DEF which is at an equal distance or equidistant from all the venices of /':,DEF. 

Solution: 

Draw perpendicular bisectors of sides DE, 

EF and FD, which meets at 0. 

Hence, 0 is the required point 

Question 2: 

Find a point in the interior of a triangle such that it is at equal distances from all the sides of the triangle. 

Solution: 

Question 3: 

People are concentrated at three points in a park namely A,B and C. (see Fig.). 

A: is where swings and slides for children are present 

B: is where a lake is present 

C: is where there is a large parking lot and exit 

Where do you think an ice - cream parlor should be set up such that the maximum number of people can access it? Draw bisectors AB and BC Let these angle 
bisectors meet at 0. 0 is the required point. 






